Abstract
Introduction
chnique for multi area APD considering tie line constraints Dr. T.Govindaraj [15] and PrThe APD problem is one of the core area of today's power system. The objective of the APD is to find the efficient generation among the genera units, so that the total fuel cost is minimized while matching the power balance equations and various other constraints in the system. Different evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence techniques have been successfully applied to APD problem. Duman S. et al [1] fixed APD problem with gravitational search algorithm considering the impact of valve point .Wood and Zhu [2, 3] presents different aspects of economic dispatch and optimization. Navpreet Singh Tung and Sandeep Chakravorty [4, 5] proposed pattern search(PS) and differential evolution(DE) based solution to APD problem considering losses. Hamid Boujeboudja [6] presented real coded genetic algorithm for APD problem. Vikram Kamboj [7] presents formulation of Multi Area UC problem .J Mary [8] applied shuffled leap grog technique for UC and APD problem on different test cases.Vikram Singh [9] et al developed PSO technique for short term APD and UC problem considering emission impact.V.K Kamboj [10] successfully formulated BBO for UC and ED problem.Adriane [11] coined cuckoo search(CS) for AD
Problem Design
The EPD problem [2, 7, and 10] ] may be expressed by minimizing the operating fuel cost of generator units subjected to various constraints. As the load demand is variable, the power generation has to be adjusted to match the balance between loads and generation of a power system. The EPD model consists of n generating units online.
The EPD problem can be expressed as. 
A. Fuel Cost Model

Gravity Local Search Particle Swarm Optimization
The inspiration for the hybridization [12] of GLSPSA is to couple the capability of social thinking factor in PSO magnetize with the local search power of Gravity based local search algorithm. This technique accepts the agents as objects and the position of ith agent is given by-
Where x i g is the position in the gth dimension of the ith agent (mass).The masses are presented randomly and the force acting on mass i from mass j is given as-
Where M i (t) and M j (t) are masses of objects i and j, G(t) is the gravitational constant at time t, c is a small constant, R ij (t) is the Euclidean distance between i and j objects.
Gravitational constant G (t) is initialized in random fashion in the starting and is decremented over the period time to control and effect the search accuracy precision.
It shows G is the function of time t and initial value G 0 , where G0 is the initial value of gravitational constant, α is the user constant and T is the maximum number of iterations and t is the current iteration.
Assume the total force acting on agent i in the dimension d is presented as-
Where, randj is a random number between the interval [0, 1].
The acceleration of ith agent at iteration t having d dimension is given by the law of motion-
The velocity of an agent is calculated as-
Where vid(t) is the velocity of agent i at iteration t in dimension d, cj´ is a weighting factor, w is a weighting function, rand is a random number between 0 and 1, αcid(t) is the acceleration of ith agent at iteration t in dimension d and gbest is the best solution found till now.
At each, iteration the position of an agent is calculated as- (10) Where vid(t+1) is the velocity of next agent and xid is the position of ith agent in dth dimension at iteration t. The value of masses of agents are calculated by comparison of fitness-
Where current-fitnessi (t) is the fitness value of the agent i at any time t, and best (t) and worst (t) are the minimum and maximum fitness value of all agents. The agents browsing in the search space are attracted towards other agents by means of gravity force and pushes a run to the agents having heavier mass. The heavier mass represents a good solution. Here gbest assists them in finding the global optima. The optimal solution is found by using the exploitation ability of PSO. Global search and local search trade-off is done by contrasting the values C1 and C2. Step1: Feasible Boundary location Agents are randomly initialized and located between the minimum and maximum operating limits of generators. Each agent should match the system constraints.
Step 2: Objective Function This evaluates for each agent while constraints are satisfied. Update G and gbest for the population.
Step 3: Force Total force acting on agent i in different dimensions is evaluated.
Step 4: Mass and Acceleration of an agent The acceleration of ith agent in d dimension is solved and mass is calculated.
Step 5: Update position and velocity of every agent The next velocity of agent is calculated and position is updated
Step 6: Finishing criteria Repeat process 2 to 5 until maximum number of iterations is reached. 
Comparative Algorithm Numerical Setting
Different algorithms settings have been shown below. They have been taken after number of runs [11] .Test results are presented with these settings. 
EPD Formulation using GLSPSO
 Variables  Power Generation (PG) and cost coefficients (a,b,c) of units with objective function as fuel cost, quadratic in nature. Power Generation variable should be initialized as starting point for initial solution in GLSPSA.  Constraints  Equality Constraints: Power Generation-Power Demand-Power losses=0(P G -P d -P L )  In-Equality Constraints: Power Generation should be between minimum and maximum limit of power generation.  Variables in constraints should be incorporated in GLSPSA.  Stopping Criteria  It is the maximum generation limit for optimum solution.
Test Systems
GLSPSA has been tested to solve the APD problems in three different test cases [4, 5, 6, 11] for investigating its optimization power, computational efficiency subjected to power generation ranges of the generating units and transmission losses are incorporated. We presented the test systems, the algorithm settings and the numerical results as follows.
Three-Generating Unit System [11]
This case study incorporates three generating units. The coefficients of fuel cost and the limits of the generation units. 
Six-Generating Unit System [11]
This case study incorporates six generating units. The coefficients of fuel cost and the limits of the generation units. 
B. Simulation and Numerical Result
A complete investigation and computation were done on proposed technique. Comparative Analysis has been carried out with other swarm techniques. Table  1 .showcase the optimum power generation for every unit, total operating cost and CPU computational time using proposed GLSPSA technique on IEEE 25 bus system. In table 2, comparative analysis has been presented with other techniques like pattern search(PS), differential evolution(DE), real and binary coded genetic algorithm(RCGA,BCGA,BFGS) in terms of cost, CPU computational time. In Table , Table 4 tabulates the result of power Generation on six unit system and total operating cost to run these units. Table 5 shows the comparative analysis of power generation, cost of proposed technique GLSPSA with literature techniques like cuckoo search(CS),Artificial Bee colony(ABC),Firefly Algorithm(FA),Gravitational Search Algorithm(GSA). Table 6 Test results shows that cost using GLSPSA is less as compared to other techniques PSO, ABC, SFLA, CS, HS, BFO, GSA. Thus, proposed approach is more robust and computationally efficient as compared to other techniques. Figure 6 shows convergence of solution for proposed method GLSPSA with iterations. Table 7 latched numerical parameters to showcase the convergence power, quality of solutions and efficiency of computational power. These are converted and presented in terms of parameters Standard deviation, mean cost, best cost, worst cost and comparative investigation has been carried out with other techniques PSO, ABC, SFLA, CS, HS, BFO, GSA,FA. Standard Deviation for proposed technique is minimum among other techniques. Best cost, Worst cost, Mean cost are minimum with iterations as checked with other methods.These investigations benchmarks the robustness, reliability, global minima convergence, solution efficiency, computation power of proposed GLSPSA technique as compared to others. To concrete the result, further investigation is done on small system having three unit system. Table 8 and 9 substantiate the upper investigations. Figure 6 shows the convergence of solution with iterations. Proposed technique GLSPSA searches for best solution among initial population of generated power within bounds. GLSPSA is successfully applied to different set of systems. Test results show the promise of proposed technique. In addition, the results substantiate the robustness, precise convergence and efficiency of this optimization algorithm. The main advantage of GLSPSA is a core ability for finding the global solution from among local minima values. From the results, it can be infer that GLSPSA is a competitive technique for solving complex non smooth optimization problems in EPD. Figure. 5 and 6, convergence of solutions for iterations has been tested. It shows that, proposed methodology grows towards global solutions and it maintains the solution convergence for many runs. Table 7 and 9 shows that best, mean and worst solution (1541.1, 1541.1, 1541.1) are close approximation of each other, means the convergence precision is high and avoid all the local minima solutions among feasible solutions in search boundary as compared to PSO, ABC, SFLA, CS, HS, BFO, GSA, FA as these algorithms suffers from huge standard deviation among its best, mean, worst which shows lack of precision of convergence.
 Exploration for Optimal Solution
As the proposed method GLSPSA explores solution in random initial population of generated powers through search space. Table 7 and 9 shows that average cost(7891.1,1541.1) for GLSPSA method is minimum when compared to PSO, ABC, SFLA, CS, HS, BFO, GSA,FA for three and six unit system. It means average of all the solutions in feasible search space with different iterations carries the optimality when fly through the space for solution search. Further on, best cost also shows the promise of efficient exploration capability in table 7 and 9.SD goes down as the proposed method converge to optimal solution means the direction and boundary of solution search is best one.
Conclusion
In present work, GLSPSA is proposed for solving APD problems. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed technique is benchmarked for different test cases consisting of three, five and six-generating units. The results of the GLSPSA compared with that of other intelligence algorithms.
Wide contrasting simulation results are observed with the other algorithms, it is concrete that GLSPSA gives better results than other algorithms. GLSPSA is simple to formulate and potential of reaching feasible global optimal solution.
Further on, the solution backs the robustness, accurate convergence and optimality of this optimization technique. From the results obtained it can be concluded that GLSPSA is a promising technique for solving complex non smooth optimization problems.
Future Scope
In future, the proposed technique can be effectively applied to solve convex and nonconvex constraints and complex EPD problems with incorporation of more objectives and constraints
